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Abstract
This capstone project explores the idea of bringing back “shop class,” merging it with
“art class” and reorienting both around community needs. It provides and investigation of
established art education methodologies including design thinking (DT) and project-based
learning (PBL) along with the established design industry methodology of Design-Build to find
underlying commonalities and limitations. The author summarizes these philosophies and
explores applications of these theories in art education environments presented during
observations at various commercial maker studios. He presents a discussion of academic and
industry standards to inform a proposal for a new philosophy or approach to studio art education
that focuses on individual process development and positions the Maker movement within the
umbrella of art education. The author’s views have been framed by his career as a practicing
architect and his work as an elementary school art docent.
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The ISSUU document MAKing offers a compilation of this work - an assemblage of
writings on art education topics such as Project based learning, Design thinking, commercial
Maker spaces and analysis of commonalities between these programs and considerations for
understanding the Maker movement in relation to comprehensive visual art education. It is
available at http://issuu.com/danielbrooks/docs/making_magazine_draft_final_001.
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Why is something the way it is?
Schools today reflect a by-gone era. Rigid schedules, inflexible facilities, and fixed
boundaries separating the grades, subjects, and classrooms inhibit the development and
performance of students in the 21st century. We need a new concept of education, one that
connects schools to the real world, and closer unites educators and administrators to the
communities they are mandated to serve. The 21st century demands learning environments that
embrace the concepts of interdisciplinary learning and foster healthy cultures of mutual respect
among students, educators, families, and communities.
This capstone project explores the idea of bringing back “shop class,” merging it with
“art class,” and reorienting both around community needs. Be it through project selection or
community member involvement we can advance popular teaching methodologies into both
personal process development (based on your own way of doing things) and participation within
the local community. Local art and design experts can also play a role by making their expertise
available in the classroom. Building on the contemporary Maker movement we could create a
hybrid Maker studio in our schools.
Recent media hype and marketing campaigns regarding STEM (Science Technology
Engineering Math), to STEAM (Science Technology Engineering, Arts, & Math; RISD, 2009)
integration has caused worry about arts “lite.” This is a response to past efforts to integrate the
arts. A unit on transportation, for example, involved the music specialist teaching the children
some train songs. The arts were used to put on a show and make the learning “fun” regarding
important core facts or benchmarked skills; the real subjects (Bell, 2010). Unless the music is
linked to solid learning goals, however, all you have is train songs. You can buy the latest
integrative lesson plans and you can become current quickly. But if you want to teach students
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what they need to know to apply core knowledge, you have to do the rigorous work of planning a
comprehensive curriculum that unfolds authentically and engages them to do meaningful work
(Bell, 2010).
Building on constructivist learning theories, the STEAM approach promotes the idea that
the best instruction and most effective learning occur when students pursue questions and ideas
that have meaning to them (Bell, 2010). By making course content relevant to students’ lives we
can create an environment that helps students make essential, rational, passionate, and communal
connections to skill and content. In addition to being STEAM-oriented and teaching “21st
Century Skills” (P21, 2009) core objectives of a maker curriculum will be increased involvement
in participatory democracy and creativity innovation demonstrated through student-built projects
for community benefit.
Statement of the Problem
I believe art educators and their students can learn a lot from professional creatives. Both
from what they do in their design practices but also from what they are doing in their free time.
Many creative professionals are utilizing Maker studios to further their personal work. They
tinker, sketch, design, invent, prototype, try, fail, succeed, and revise, all in an effort to get their
ideas out of the head. We should see what we could draw from this environment for use in our
art studios.
Programs such as STEM, STEAM, and Design Thinking (DT) have trendy labels, but
at some point, you have to wonder why we feel the need to create jazzed-up 21st century
acronyms and marketing campaigns for an old (but good) idea: hands-on learning through
building visible progress. When marginalized-subject teachers, like visual art and formerly,
technology, see their beloved fields of expertise included in some official policy-driven
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initiative, even standardized testing, they're reassured; it's a sign of validation and a warrant to
continue on per the status quo (sticking to what they know).
I researched existing “hands-on” teaching methods with the goal of developing a
foundation for a new approach to studio art education. I argue that art educators ought to
consider design processes used by industry professionals and the Maker movement as a source
for their work with students. I believe this could mitigate the educational disconnection between
industry creative professionals and education professionals. I believe my experience as an
architect and designer gives me a unique perspective on this subject.
Research Questions
Through my research, I addressed the following questions:
•

What are commonalities between Project-Based Learning, Design Thinking, DesignBuild, Maker movement, and STEAM?

•

What types of projects incorporate the best practices of Project Based Learning, Design
Thinking, Design-Build, Maker movement and STEAM?

•

What can art educators learn from the Maker movement?

Rationale and Significance of the Study
Jean Piaget once wrote, “The principle goal of education in the schools should be
creating men and women who are capable of doing new things, not simply repeating what other
generations have done.” The Maker movement, PBL, DT and DB embody this idea. They are
learning by doing environments that offer a highly social culture. Makers have individual goals
but they want others’ input and want to give others theirs. I believe it is important to find a
position for the maker movement under the umbrella of art education. I have a long-term goal of
using this research as a launching point to connect experts to the classroom and the academic.
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Additionally, the goal is to combine the mind of a scientist or engineer with that of an
artist or designer, with the goal of fostering true innovation. Projects geared toward hands-on
learning provide students with the opportunity to aggressively explore the link between art and
design with technology. One does not have to give up either discipline to do work in the other.
Assumptions of the Study
I entered this project with the following assumptions. I assumed many of the best
practices in Project Based Learning and Design Thinking could be related to the Design-Build
process and are currently manifested in the Maker Movement. I believed a program informed by
these teaching philosophies enhances student learning. I also believed that the most formative
educational experiences happen through the hands, and in building visible progress. I also
assumed there are a wealth of industry professionals that would be willing to participate in the
classroom activities but lack a connection to a classroom. My final assumption was that my
experience as an architect and designer would give me a unique perspective on this subject.
Definition of Terms
The following terms are pertinent to this capstone project.
Brainstorming. Brainstorming makes use of various techniques to spontaneously generate
as many ideas as possible with regard to solving one’s problem. Judgment is suspended and all
ideas are considered. It’s a type of divergent thinking processes like PBL and DT used to start
the design process.
Project Based Learning (PBL). PBL derives from a “constructivist epistemological
belief, which emphasizes providing a rich context for exhibiting knowledge construction”
(Driscoll, 1994, p. 4). PBL teaches students by encouraging them to work through a project that
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leads to a solution to a driving question. To answer that question the students research, gather
data, prototype and reflect.
21st Century Skills. Defined as creativity & innovation, collaboration, problem
solving, critical thinking, global awareness, media & technology literacy (P21, 2009). The
industry term “21st Century Skills” is championed by The Partnership for 21st Century Skills, an
organization formed in 2002 between public and private sectors to create an understanding of
learning that incorporates 21st century skills into our schools. Members include Apple
Computer, AOL-Time Warner, Dell, Microsoft, and National Education Association (NEA) in
partnership with the US Department of Education (P21, 2009).
Design Thinking (DT). This term is best described as generating a solution through a
formal process where many aspects of the problem can be evaluated, typically a building project
(Cross, 1982). Rolf Faste of Stanford has furthered the early work of Robert McKim (1973) by
promoting design thinking as a creative endeavor.
Design-Build (DB). In the industry sense, the Design-Build process can be defined as a
building project delivery method in which the designer and builder are on the same team and
communication is less adversarial (Quatman, W. & Dhar, R., 2003). Design-Build is an
interdisciplinary industry approach to project delivery. The term Design-Build has been around
for thirty to forty years, however, it has deep roots in the “master builder” movement of the 20th
century and humans have been designing and building, or making, for millennia. Field
observation and hands-on project design is essential to this practice. The ability to practice
design is based upon previous experiences and a deepening repertoire of “projects.” These
projects could be from personal experience or from existing case studies established within one’s
field. Further, having field experience of working with the builder (if not one-in-the-same as
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designer) will deepen the skill of the designer.
STE(A)M. Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math (STEM) with the addition of an
A for the Arts, is a “movement championed by the Rhode Island School of Design (RISD) and
adopted widely by institutions, corporations, and individuals (RSID, n.d.).” Andover Public
Schools, Reading is Fundamental (RIF), Blue School, and Sesame Street Incorporated, for
examples, have STEAM into their goals (P21, 2009).
Maker Movement. The Maker movement is a grassroots culture that makes things with
whatever materials they can gather. While this can be done with simple tools and materials, it is
often technology heavy, utilizing Arduino microcontrollers, laser cutting, 3D printing, makers
gather in a social workshop setting to cooperate and collaborate on ideas, tools and space.
Divergent Thinking. The term divergent thinking was invented by psychologist J.P.
Guilford in 1967 (Guilford, 1967). Divergent thinking has also been referred to as “lateral
thinking,” a term invented by Edward de Bono (de Bono, 1967). Divergent thinking is simply a
process that is used to create as many different ideas as possible by exploring many avenues. An
example of divergent thinking would be brainstorming. Convergent Thinking. The term
convergent thinking was invented by psychologist J.P. Guilford in 1967 (Guilford, 1967). It is
the opposite of divergent thinking and typically does not require creativity. Instead of an
expansive look at a broad range of ideas, convergent thinking requires focus on one idea. An
example of convergent thinking is taking a multiple choice format test versus working out an
essay problem.
Transformational Learning. Transformational learning is when deep learning and
integration occur (Mezirow, 1997). It can further be “defined as learning that induces more farreaching change in the learner, especially learning experiences which shape the learner and
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produce a significant impact, or paradigm shift, which affects the learner's subsequent
experiences” (Clark, 1993, p. 48).
Study Limitations
My biggest limitation in conducting this project is that I am not a practicing art educator.
I don’t consider myself a Maker either. I am an architect and while design is one of my duties, I
am primarily concerned with design communication, construction management, planning, and
cost control. This limits my perspective and caused me to rely heavily on scholarly articles and
observations versus firsthand knowledge and experience in the classroom. I also didn’t focus on
student assessment. While important and while it may directly impact how a student interprets
the process and project he or she just undertook, the programs I researched did not formally
assess via grades. Inherent to project process was feedback and prototyping, projects I observed
did not quit when faced with failure. Failure was just another step in the process. In a sense, only
“A” work was acceptable.
When looking at how industry design processes can inform art education I have to
address an elephant in the room. Are designers artists? Oftentimes, there’s a fingernails-on-thechalkboard reaction to calling a designer an artist. Is design art? Art typically deals with pure
form and expression. Art may tell a story or be non-representational and simply exist, open to
any interpretation. But design strives to solve a problem. Now add to the mix art educators.
While art educators may be artists in their own right, in the classroom they are teachers. And as
such, should draw from any source available to inform their practice. So what do we call
designers who are using art to solve problems and artists that use design to make art? My
research does not strive to answer these questions but I do feel the need to acknowledge them.
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Literature Review

Scholars and resources I researched include Po Bronson, Stephanie Bell, Jeremy Foote,
Emily Pilloton, and college and university Design-Build programs. In this section I will discuss
their main ideas and projects as they relate to my own research goals and questions about
Project-based learning, Design Thinking and Design-Build.
Project-based learning
PBL derives from a “constructivist epistemological belief, which emphasizes providing a
rich context for exhibiting knowledge construction. The richer and more complex the context is,
the more opportunities learners are afforded in building their knowledge. Examples of rich
contexts include authentic tasks with real-world relevance. PBL encourages learners’ cognitive
involvement and entails the use of higher- order thinking skills, in interdisciplinary challenges.
When learning occurs in such a context, the learning goals become meaningful and relevant to
the learners (Driscoll, 1994, pp. 4).”
“PBL is a strategy for creating independent thinkers and learners. Students solve realworld problems by designing their own inquiries, planning their learning, organizing their
research, and implementing a multitude of learning strategies (Bell, 2010, p. 39).” Students
flourish under this learner-driven, motivating approach to learning and learn skills that will
strengthen our economy (Bell, 2010).
In my research, I observed several models of project-based learning. Typically, they all
shared some characteristics, beginning with a project launch or the introduction of a driving
question and “need to know” followed by inquiry and data-gathering through deep research to
develop subject matter expertise. The next phase is doing the culminating challenge and being
briefed by subject experts (Bell, 2010). Next, workshops are conducted to respond to the driving
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question. Feedback and revisions are solicited and made. Finally, there’s a summative
assessment or a public presentation of the product.
Finally, the summative assessment and public project presentation occurs. Products of the
culminating challenge are presented to numerous audiences, including parents, peers, experts and
the global community if you will. This motivates students to create high-quality products. The
summative assessment measures the learning objectives of each student. This assessment will
only work if the tasks students were required to perform well aligned with instructional goals
(Bell, 2010).
These steps are visualized in Figure 1.
Learning by doing is not a new practice. It has been around for thousands of years. It’s fair to
say that humans have been learning by doing since early homo sapiens rubbed two sticks
together and discovered fire. But if there’s one person that can be given the title of “first” to
adopt the term “project learning” to the field of education, that person is John Dewey.
John Dewey lived during the Industrial Age, a time of massive change. He is considered
one of the most influential educational theorists of his time and perhaps the 20th century. He was
proponent of learning that focused on the individual. His educational concept focused on
meaningful activities and participation in a classroom democracy.
John Dewey argued that students learn in a community driven environment with subject
matter selected with the local community in mind (Stankiewicz, 2001). Dewey wrote in The
School and Society “"an embryonic community life, active with types of occupations that reflect
the life of the larger society and permeated throughout with the spirit of art, history and science.
When the school introduces and trains each child of society into membership within such a little
community, saturating him with the spirit of service, and providing him with instruments of
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effective self-direction, we shall have the deepest and best guarantee of a larger society which is
worthy, lovely and harmonious (Dewey, 1909, pg.44)." Dewey theorized that education is
integral to ones life, not just as a preparatory act.
Dewey was also a leader in the Progressive School Movement. Progressives were based
on four goals. First, broaden educational functions to address children’s health and family,
implementation of the use of psychology and sociology by teachers, expanding curriculum to be
relevant to student’s lives and the idea that everyone should participate in the arts. Most
Progressives felt individual freedom was good and children should follow their creative
impulses. Others, felt learning should still be structured and that freedom be developed through
systematic choices. This idea is attributed to Maria Montessori. (Stankiewicz, 2001)
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Design Thinking
While the design thinking process illustrated in Figure 2 shows the standard steps of
Observe-Define-Ideate-Prototype-Test-Reflect (Simon, 1969), design thinkers essentially craft a
unique process for each particular project. As students become more mindful of the process they
have used on previous projects, they build confidence in their ability to successfully navigate
open-ended challenges (Pilloton, 2009).
Through observation, much can be learned. Often people will say they are doing one
thing, but when an astute observer looks, they will find that actually the behavior is different.
Active listening and curiosity are practiced and enhanced as a critical skill of DT. Through direct
lessons and extensive practice, students become proficient inquisitors who recognize the power
of beginning questions with “Why?”
Identifying experts, locating heavy users, and performing on-line research are all key
aspects of the DT process. Students use this stage to understand and learn new information as
well as to answer questions or locate resources through the process. After collecting
information, students then strive to understand the passive thoughts and attitudes of a user/client.
By digging into the experiences of users and developing “deep empathy,” they are able to
cultivate understanding that can lead to primary insights.
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Many design challenges are complex and multi-faceted. Grappling with them can be
daunting and cause some people to give up hope on solving them. By focusing on particular user
types and their needs, along with the insights gathered during research, students define an area
that is large enough to allow for innovation, yet set boundaries enough to allow for success
(Pilloton, 2009). Solving even a small part of a large issue is worthy of effort. We need to foster
an attitude of optimism that is supported by the tools of the design thinking process.
Students also benefit from exposure to different methods of analyzing and making
decisions. Beginning with simple pros and cons and moving to weighted ratings of various
criteria, students build a repertoire of techniques to use in the future (Razzouk & Shute, 2012).
Soliciting feedback from users is a key aspect of the design thinking process. Many
factors contribute to a person’s response to a product. Designers should strive to work from an
attitude of “not knowing” and an open mind to obtain feedback (Pilloton, 2009).
Experimentation as well as failures are valued for their information and because they contribute
to future success. Students use the feedback to better their prototypes. Through additional
research, brainstorming and working with the information they have collected, students decide
how best to proceed. Should we change our prototype? Have we answered our questions? Do we
need more information and ideas? Should we scrap this and start over (Pilloton, 2009)?
Beyond the DT standard process is the inherent need for collaboration. Using basic
techniques of project planning and time management, students practice how to monitor their
progress and meet deadlines. Having individual “check-ins” with the instructor to voice
concerns and work collectively. It is also important to monitor the motivation of a team. If the
various stages of DT are visited without enthusiasm the results are likely to be less than
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innovative. Design thinking teaches more than design or positive production, it teaches
teamwork and leadership skills (Razzouk & Shute, 2012).
Design-Build
The Virginia Tech Alexandria Architecture Center (WAAC), as documented by Jeremy
Foote (2012), intentionally leaves design-build projects incomplete or unfinished. They
recognize what Umberto Eco defined as a ‘‘work in movement,” a project is deliberately left
unfinished, or open, for further development and interpretation by students. For example, in the
design and construction of a new coffee house students didn’t fully work out the details of how
the shop fully interfaced with the existing construction. Additionally, one semester’s students
may design-build a space for a coffee shop but they may only complete the “shell” or exterior
walls. The next semester class will need to further the work by the previous class to realize the
next phase of the design, such as the interior lighting design or kitchen design, and onward
(Foote, 2012). This process is visualized in Figure 3.
According to Foote (2012), the act of leaving a design-build open for future interpretation
addresses an the problem of an arbitrary deadline, the end of the semester. This may have
hidden and unintended consequences. Students and teachers gain satisfaction through closure,
but this arbitrary deadline might not be a positive. Students risk missing the point that design
never stops and revisions are continuous, instead students may experience the opposite and think
that revisions and redesign interrupts the efficiency of getting to the deadline (Foote, 2012).
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The Classroom Environment
The classroom is a mutable framework in which we conduct learning to achieve greater
meaning and relation to the world in which we exist. The very definition of classroom must be
expanded beyond the literal physical qualities. The environment I, and these authors, Burton
(2001) and Carroll (2006), are discussing are experiences and exposures of students to anything
that will drive their artistic and aesthetic development.
Whether it’s by creating a safe zone, free from fear and rejection, or creating an
environment conducive to pondering essential questions, the classroom space is the enabling
element of any style or vision of art education. Further, development will not occur in any real
sense without a proper supporting environment that supports art creation beyond simple material
exposure (Burton, 2001). The Study Group for Holistic Approaches in Art Education affirms
safe learning environments where students can cooperate, support, and engage art of utmost
importance (Carroll, 2006).
The activating element of the student’s environment is the teacher role. London (2003)
discusses Buber’s the “I-Thou” teacher and student relationship. In this relationship it is made
clear to each student that they have valuable information to share and the teacher is sincerely
interested in what they have to say.
Methodology
I performed curriculum research to describe the philosophical framework and process &
principles for proposing an approach to art education based on Maker culture. Towards these
ends, I researched PBL and DT curriculum and design industry process of Design-Build and
observed how they work through design and project completion and how that can inform art
education. Further, I field observed Maker studios to witness the application of found
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commonalities of the aforementioned processes. These industry processes have roots in my
profession and I believe this viewpoint is of use in providing art educators with a new
perspective.
Subject Selection, Site, and Description
In advance of this project, I spent consideratble time at MakerHaus (n.d.) in Seattle, WA.
Makerhaus provides the resources, education and community for creative minds to make,
invent, prototype and explore without boundaries. They host a variety of class topics
such as CAD, design, wood working, metal working, electronics, Arduino, 3D printing,
laser work, Adobe, business, jewelry, drawing, and more (Makerhaus, n.d.).
I also visited Metrix Create: Space, Seattle, WA. The primary goal of Metrix Create: Space
(n.d.) is:
to enable the public at large to hack, make, build, and create new and “awesome” things.
MCS has all the tools of a modern prototyping and fabrication lab, and provides easy
access to tools and rapid prototyping services for the general public. Established in 2009,
it has a community of creative engineers, professionals and enthusiasts who push the
limits of the technology available and create prototypes, products and businesses.
In addition, I performed on-line investigations of Studio H, Berkley, CA (2013).
Studio H is an in-school design/build class for 8th-11th grade students. First launched in
Bertie County, NC and now based at Realm Charter School in Berkeley, CA, Studio H
students apply their core subject learning to design and build audacious and socially
transformative projects. Students of Studio H have previously dreamed up, designed, and
constructed a 2000-square-foot farmers market pavilion, a pop-up park, laser-etched
skateboards, sculptural concrete public furniture, roadside farm stands, and more.
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Through experimentation, non-stop production, tinkering, and a lot of dirt under their
fingernails, students develop the creative capital, critical thinking, and citizenship
necessary for their own success and for the future of their communities.
On-site observation is essential in fields of research that are practice oriented. The ability
to practice design is based upon previous experiences and a deepening repertoire of “projects.”
These projects are based either on personal experience or are model cases established within the
profession. The knowledge base we are seeking to build in the students becomes activated when
their work compares existing projects and actual design program parameters. I am following a
similar path in conducting my research for this project.
Data Collection Procedures and Analysis
I implemented a triangulation principle (Morse, 2003) using observation of interactions,
observations of project outcomes, and research of scholarly writings to make sense of the
information I gathered for this project. I believe I was able to successfully use the following
observation locations to answer my research questions.
I spent every Saturday morning and several evenings for four months in 2014 at either
Makerhaus or Metrix Create: Space observing and participating in classes or other “making”
activities. I took field notes, photos and participated in general group discussions. I kept a
research journal and have done field sketches (visual note-taking) of the environments. I tried to
identify reoccurring themes, activities, dialogues, words, and projects between project
methodologies and the commercial maker houses.
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Figure 4: Art Making at a Maker Space, Makerhaus, 2014
Findings
My research questions focused on discovering commonalities across multiple academic
and industrial design methodologies, studying the manifestation of those commonalities within
the Maker movement. Inherent in this research was the desire to discover the position of the
Maker movement within the realm of art education. The following themes are the major
commonalities I discovered.

Brainstorming and Ideation
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Designers want to make things better. Whether they use Project-Based Learning, Design
Thinking, and Design-Build their ideation processes always starts with brainstorming.
Brainstorming in these environments is a set of skills as well as an attitude. By adhering to a few
rules, teams and individuals learn to turn off their judgment in order to increase the fluency of
their ideas. I observed many students using a version of sketch brainstorming or idea/concept
mapping to allow them to rapidly capture their ideas (see Figures 5 and 6). Some even created
abstract paintings as a source of inspiration. Visual communication through drawing and
sketching are integral to the process.
I observed students at Makerhaus creating sculptures to be printed via 3D printers. Most
of these were not impressive examples of form or expression, or art. They were toy-like, simple
material investigations into a relatively new technology. They were brainstorming by playing
with materials. These were tests to see what new synthetic materials could do as well as the
limits to the 3D printing software and hardware. But the idea of creating many scalable study
models quickly is an extremely useful interdisciplinary tool.
I also observed another version of brainstorming, which makers call “material hacking.”
The makers salvage as much stuff as they can, furniture, electronics—not just junk—high-end
technology and anything else they can get their hands on and rip it, hacksaw, laser cut and
reassemble into something else that does, something. To a material hacker, there is no high tech
or low tech, only tools, only materials. Brainstorming in these environments is a set of skills as
well as an attitude. It’s important not to get stuck on a particular method of brainstorming. Most
participants have only experienced what amounts to list-making, generating ways to solve a
problem, or relegating brainstorming to step one or two in their process.
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Not only have I observed several types of brainstorming. I have observed designers at
Makerhaus utilize brainstorming in multiple phases. For example, the maker had identified the
problems, had the goal, had the design, but during the prototyping phase ran into materiality
problems. The maker went back and utilized his brainstorming method but in a focused way on
what materials offered a better solution. This persistence is key. Students need to know that
revisions and thinking are continuous.

Figure 5: Visual Brainstorming
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Figure 6: Brainstorming with Post-it notes
Multiple Modes of Thinking
I observed divergent thinking used in conjunction with convergent thinking. Convergent
thinking is then following a process of step to create one, best solution. Based on my
observations, I believe that Project Based Learning, Design Thinking and Design-Build are
examples of convergent processes that utilize within them rounds of divergent thinking. Once the
brainstorming phase was over makers and designers moved on to prototyping, building and
making.
Through my research and observations I noticed students implementing design thinking
were always asking the questions, What comes next? What do we need next?
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The Studio Environment
“The answer is in the studio” – Bob Mueller, Printmaker, University of Florida
Common between programs (PBL, DT, DB and Making) is an open and fluid studio
environment. There are no formal lectures. Action and adaptation is constant. It’s an almost
tangible attitude towards visible progress. Students design, think and invent in the same
environment they build. And while there may be the “lone wolf” isolationist over in the corner,
it’s hard to hide. And why would you want to? I observed these studio environments fostering a
great sense of community, cooperation and support.
If someone discovered something they wanted to share and teach it to others. Some days,
the maker studios would host design labs where the people who participated may or may not
have their own idea to share, but they show up to help others and perhaps find inspiration for
their own project. Or, they are there to exercise their creative muscles in preparation for when
inspiration strikes.
Sometimes you have to build the tool to use the tool. At Makerhaus, there is a group of
artisans called Foundry Club. Together they are designing and building a forge, which once built
will be used to cast into metal whatever the makers can imagine.
Which Projects are Best?
In short, all of them; any of them. I overstate this to make a point. One of my early
assumptions was that only highly specific, meticulously detailed, thoroughly developed, perfect
projects would work. Based on program research and Maker field studies, I didn’t see any
unsuccessful projects. Success isn’t defined as not failing, there was a lot of failing going on. I
didn’t see any projects that couldn’t be worked out through a process that used ideation and
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brainstorming, making thinking in a studio environment. Failure plays an important role in art
and design.
Of course, for non-professionals, the project should be age specific and tool use needs to
be sensible. While welding may always be reasonably dangerous, new equipment such as 3D
printing, CNC milling machines, and laser cutters are 95% accessed and run via software
interfaces. We have to keep challenging the materials and tools we choose to use. Further, using
a less selective project selection, may have the added benefit of teaching students that all
products can be made in a beautiful, satisfactory and creative way. There are no boring projects.
Summary Across all Findings
Across all these findings the commonality is collaboration and cooperation. It’s key to
recognize the difference between these two words as we usually use them interchangeably:
Cooperating is enabling someone to do something through shared resources while collaboration
is actually working together to achieve the goal. So much so, that the work of any one ream
member is indistinguishable. Another way to look at it is that cooperation can be non-interfering
or passive, while collaboration is active.
Additionally, brainstorming, thinking, and the studio environment all use drawings and
sketching and sometimes painting to communicate their design. Design communication is
fundamental. Within the maker-movement, the designer is the maker, but most makers have the
goal of taking their design to the world so they can visually document the work. I witnessed
nearly everyone in the Maker studios producing 2-D sketching and other graphic
communications. Typically folks can show you better than they can tell you.
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Just One Thing
I’ve covered a lot of ground here and if I can circle the wagons around just one idea of
what it all means it is this: Regardless of chosen curriculum philosophy, or process, if one is
truly focused on furthering their own individualized process you have to stay aware of what you
are doing. Unless it is done with purpose and rigor we will fall into a maze of random intuitions.
And while there is some value in that, serious art and design is done with intention.
Discussion
My goals in conducting this research were to find commonalities between goals and
objectives for art education, industry methods, and the maker-movement, as well as to discuss
what art educators can learn from those genres. In my review of scholarly literature I discovered
common themes of making, creativity, cooperation, communication, innovation, collaboration,
problem solving, thinking, media and technology literacy. The goal of these programs is to foster
the true innovation that comes with combining the mind of a scientist or engineer with that of an
artist or designer. Through projects geared towards hands-on learning, use of speakers and field
trips, and a variety of “shop tools” students ill gain opportunities to aggressively explore the link
between art and design with maker-movement technology and coding.
By analyzing these processes, and observing Maker movement environments, I have
found that there are fundamental similarities. While many makers are creating products, they
aren’t fully geared towards the capitalism of creating a business. It’s the reverse, they using
capitalism to support their motivation in making new and interesting things. They are investing
in themselves. They are connecting multiple genres and disciplines and coexisting.
What if we could dissolve the compartmentalization of engineering, humanities, science
and art in education? “Making” does that. More importantly, it eradicates the unproductive
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attitude between vocational and academic education. When we recognize the parallels between
the techniques, tools, and processes are used and taught in physics, auto shop, and the art studio,
we will stop sorting kids into winners and losers.
This coexisting and blending of disciplines reminds me of a powerful event in art history,
the Armory Show. The 1913 Armory Show was subversive and undermined assumptions and
expectations of art-making that had been stoic since the Renaissance (Doss, 2005). Until then,
Americans had not seen experimental modern art, not to mention cubism, futurism, fauvism or
other work that challenged classical art. This work challenged the notion that art should be a
window to the world. Before the Armory Show, American art was primarily portrait painting and
images of the Wild West. America was in the late stages of the Gilded Age transformation.
Witnessing emerging technologies, inventions and human migration. America’s art underwent
massive change along with the rest.
The maker-movement exemplifies in a Marxian way that workers can be their own
bosses. Kickstarter has made fundraising only from large investors unnecessary. One concern in
this world of makers and the do-it-yourself, Esty, Pinterest explosions is that when we are all
entrepreneurs it becomes more difficult to get others excited about our projects. Your new and
interesting thing gets lost in a sea of new and interesting things and success becomes more about
your ability to attract attention.
This also connects the Maker movement to the Arts and Crafts Movement of the late 19th
century and early 20th century. Albeit a more radical faction of the Arts and Crafts Movement,
that furthered worker autonomy as goal of the movement over the wing more concerned with
good taste, self-fulfillment and beautiful objects. The Arts and Crafts Movement occurred in
defiance of mechanical production. The Maker movement is part of a 21st century Arts and
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Crafts renaissance.
My research was focused on processes for learning and creating, and while PBL, DT, DB
and maker studios all have the goal of “making” something, they are also focused on the process.
This reminds me of the Dadaists. The central theme to the Dada movement was collaboration,
play, and performance. The value of the art was not the object, but the act of making,
community, collaboration and creating new world visions.
Conclusion
Define quality. It’s highly valued and sought after but hard to nail down and define. I
have defined several high quality education processes and environments. Their reach and
reputations are worldwide and deeply historic. The synthesis of art, design, making, teaching,
learning, thinking, collaboration, cooperation, further complicates the understanding of how this
all affects the field of art education.
We need to always be looking for ways to improve our art educational practices and
processes. One way to do that is to invite the Maker movement into the fold. In a project
learning environment the maker can inform the student and the student can inform the maker.
We need to challenge art students to engage mediums that are intimidating. At some
point children become perfectionists and forget how to brainstorm or just produce work that will
aid in the final product.
I came to the field of Art Education because my son started school and I learned there
were no art teachers and I felt charged to do something about that. With a background in
Architecture and Design, I am searching for my place in Art Education. How does my
background position me within the field? I was concerned that what I was doing wouldn’t be
useful or would be considered self-serving. It’s my hope that others will find seeking and
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investigating the links and common ground across disciplines is useful. I am passionate about
this research and feel it was necessary for anyone struggling to connect their field to that of
education, and specifically industry design experts and creatives seeking a deeper, richer
relationship to education.
Towards these ends I created a Pinterest Board of Maker projects located at URL:
http://www.pinterest.com/daniel7brooksuf/maker-studio-projects/. I also compiled a list of
Maker movement resources on my website, www.brooksmojo.com/makerresources. Further, an
ISSUU document titled MAKing offers an assemblage of writings that synthesize this research. It
is available at http://issuu.com/danielbrooks/docs/making_magazine_draft_final_001.

Figure 7: MAKing (an ISSUU)
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